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Abstract: To contribute to understanding how teachers can develop geometrical
understanding, we report on the discursive development of teachers’ geometrical
reasoning through instrument appropriation while collaborating in an online dynamic
geometry environment (DGE). Using the theory of instrument-mediated activity, we
analysis the discourse and DGE actions of a group of middle and high school
mathematics teachers who participated in a semester-long, professional development
course. Working in small teams, they collaborated to solve geometric problems. Our
results show that as teachers appropriate DGE artifacts and transform its components
into instruments, they develop their geometrical knowledge and reasoning in dynamic
geometry. Our study contributes to a broad understanding of how teachers develop
mathematical knowledge for teaching.
An important area of mathematics is Geometry. It supports understanding of concepts
and procedures in other areas such as algebra, calculus, and analysis as well as forms of
argumentation such as deductive reasoning and proof. It provides visual images
alongside analytical representations of mathematical concepts, which promote students’
learning by emphasizing and suppressing aspects of concepts (Davis, 1992; Goldenberg,
1988; Piez & Voxman, 1997). Geometry’s vital role suggests that mathematics educators
would do well to investigate how learners can develop deep geometrical understanding
and what support teachers might provide. Teachers’ understanding of geometry is part of
their subject matter knowledge (Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008; Herbst & Kosko, 2014;
Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005; Hill, Schilling, & Ball, 2004; Shulman, 1986, 1987), which is
significantly related to students’ achievement (Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005; Campbell et al.,
2014; Hill et al., 2005; Rowan, Chiang, & Miller, 1997). To contribute to understanding
how teachers can develop geometrical understanding, we report on the development of
teachers’ geometrical reasoning through instrument appropriation while collaborating in
an online dynamic geometry environment (DGE). Our central guiding question is this:
How do teachers evolve their geometrical reasoning through instrument appropriation in
collaborative cyberlearning environment that includes DGE?
Theoretical perspective and literature review
To address our guiding research question, we recruit theoretical perspectives about
teachers’ mathematical knowledge and instrument-mediated activity. Concerning
teachers’ knowledge, we use the notion of mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball et
al., 2008; Hill et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2004). To understand teachers’ instrument
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appropriation, we employ Rabardel’s (2005) theory, instrument-mediated activity, which
generates several models to explain an artifact’s mediating role and instrumental
development. The basic concept of the theory is that subjects (users, operators,
learners,…) engage in an activity in which actions are performed upon an object (matter,
reality, object of work,…) to meet a goal using an artifact (material or conceptual
component). The artifact gains the status of instrument as subjects develop utilization
schemes, including usage schemes and instrument-mediated collective utilization
schemes. For individuals, the usage scheme constitutes their basic knowledge of how to
operate with the artifact, whereas the instrument-mediated collective utilization scheme is
related to the actions that individuals perform collectively on an object such as a
mathematical task to achieve specific goal (Lonchamp, 2012; Rabardel & Beguin, 2005).
Utilization schemes become part of individuals’ knowledge and allow them to use
artifacts effectively. Given an artifact employed by teachers to accomplish a
mathematical task and subsequently to reflect on pedagogical matters, we view the
developed utilization schemes as part of their mathematical knowledge for teaching.
Using Shulman’s (1986, 1987) categories, Hill, Ball, and Schilling (2008) divide this
knowledge into two main knowledge domains: subject matter knowledge and
pedagogical content knowledge. In this study, we focus on the domain of subject matter
knowledge. More particularly, we analyze one of the three knowledge subdivisions
(common, specialized, and horizon), the “common content knowledge” of geometry that
teachers develop in a collaborative, cyberlearning environment.
Researchers have examined teachers’ development of common content knowledge of
geometry. Some studies employed tests and surveys (Baturo & Nason, 1996; Bjuland,
2004; Chinnappan & Lawson, 2005; Yanik, 2011; Zazkis & Leikin, 2008) and others
used interviews to gauge how teachers solve geometrical problems (Cavey & Berenson,
2005; De Villiers, 2004; Lavy & Shriki, 2010; Sinclair & Yurita, 2008; Steele, 2013;
Stols, 2012). Unlike these studies, our study seeks to understand the development of
teachers’ geometrical knowledge as they collaborate online to construct geometric objects
and solve geometric problems as well as to appropriate instrumentally artifacts of a
dynamic geometry environment.
Appropriating dynamic geometry environments mandates teachers to attend to key tools
of DGEs such as dragging and dependency. Dragging allows users to become aware of
direct and indirect motion dependency. Direct motion dependency represents the
variations of dragging basic elements such as points. When dragging these elements
determine the motion of other objects, an indirect motion dependency occurs (Mariotti,
2006). Motion dependency can be interpreted using logical dependency, which follows
the theory of geometry (Mariotti, 2006). Teachers’ developed utilization schemes can
account for these types of dependencies. Dragging can inform teachers’ utilization
schemes by allowing them to experience motion dependencies then interpret them using
the theory of geometry.
Data source and methodology
We draw our data for this study from an online professional development course.
Thirteen in-service middle and high school mathematics teachers engaged in small teams
in a cyberlearning environment called Virtual Math Teams with GeoGebra (VMTwG).
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VMTwG is a product of a collaborative research project among investigators at Rutgers
University and Drexel University. VMTwG contains chat rooms with collaborative tools
for mathematical explorations, including a multi-user, dynamic version of GeoGebra,
where team members can construct dynamic objects and drag their base elements around
on their screens. For fourteen weeks in fall 2013, the teams met synchronously twice a
week for two hours each meeting. During their meetings, they worked collaboratively to
construct geometric objects and to solve open-ended geometric problems. They were
guided by prompts to discuss the mathematical ideas in which they were engaged and to
explain reasons for their GeoGebra actions. The problems were organized in Topics, each
containing several tasks. For this report, we analyze the work of Team 1, consisting of
four middle and high school teachers, to illustrate the evolution of its geometrical
reasoning. We chose this team because its members were the most expressive while
working collaboratively in VMTwG.
To understand the evolution of Team 1’s geometrical reasoning, we analyze Team 1’s
discourse and instrumentation. Using conventional content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon,
2005), we analyze their discursive data to understand the developmental process of
instrument appropriation, which provides insight into how their geometrical reasoning
evolves. The discursive data includes the logs of the team’s chat communications and
GeoGebra actions. From the team’s chat log, we examine how the evolution of the team’s
understanding of dynamic geometry and its discursive interaction while solving the
geometrical problems. In the next section, we present a few episodes that we believe
illustrate the team’s understanding of motion and logical dependencies that parallels their
appropriation of tools.
Results
Our analysis reveals evidence of simultaneous change in the teachers’ mathematical
discourse and instrumental appropriation of VMTwG, indicating development in their
geometrical knowledge and reasoning. As an example, our analysis presented here shows
how the team works on their understanding of an important dynamic-geometry concept—
dependency—and how this understanding can be mutually constitutive of instrument
appropriation.
During the first collaborative session with simple constructions, Team 1’s members
evidenced understanding of motion dependency in dynamic geometry. In its second
session, this team worked to identify and construct different types of triangles and then to
reexamine previously-examined triangles to discover dependencies involved in their
construction (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: screenshot of a task about examining dynamically different triangles

The vertices of first triangle (poly1) were constructed as independent objects, so the team
did not belabor discussing it. Poly 2 is an isosceles triangle; the lengths of DE and DF are
equal. Point F is constrained to a hidden circle with radius DE. Points D and E are
independent objects. Here is an excerpt from Team 1’s discussion in which, by dragging
base points of poly2, the team members notice dependencies among objects:
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The team discusses dependencies among points, segments and angles. In lines 386 to 388,
ceder states that F is dependent on D then dismisses her assertion in line 392. Before
then, sunny blaze summarizes her understanding in a form of questions: “so as I'm
dragging E, F moves. so F depends on E?” (Line 390). This indicates the struggle they
had to identify the dependency when the points are partially constrained. They used
different vocabulary, such as “sometimes dependent” (Line 397), while trying to
understand dependency in a dynamic geometry environment. Even though the teachers
had already seen and, a week before, constructed dependent objects in their first
collaborative session, they struggled with this new and more complex situation. The
concept of dependency is key to developing utilization schemes that permit users to
identify motion dependencies and build logical dependencies in their geometric
constructions.
Their struggle to appropriate a concept of dependency was important and enabled Team 1
to use it appropriately in latter sessions. In the following excerpt, from the session
subsequent to the previous excerpt, team members use the concept to develop a
construction procedure as requested in task shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2: a task that concerned perpendicular bisectors
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In this task, two given circles were constructed using the same radius. Their points of
intersections were connected to create a perpendicular bisector to radius AB. The excerpt
shows that the team uses the concept of motion dependency to identify relations among
the objects in Figure 2. At line 197, ceder states that points C, D, and E are dependent on
A and B. Another teacher at line 199 states that the two circles share the same radius and
that dragging the center of one circle affects the size of the other, which makes the circles
logically dependent on the centers. The teachers have appropriated the concepts of
motion and logical dependency and used them to understand constructions in this task.
This appropriation is part of their development of utilization scheme. Their first type of
utilization schemes, the usage schemes, were evident in how teachers used dragging to
describe the behavior of the points, line segments, and circles. Their noticings helped
them identify relationships among the geometric objects. The team’s collaborative work
to develop a construction procedure in the second task indicates that they developed an
instrument-mediated collective utilization scheme.
The teachers’ work on these tasks helped them deepen their understanding of
dependency. In summary, to appropriate the concept of dependency (both motion and
logical), the teachers needed a situation where dependencies are the key relations among
geometrical objects. This need alongside the dragging capability generated discussions
about how to use the notion of dependency in this type of environment. Such explicit
discussions were an important step that the teachers went through to understand how to
recognize and to apply these new concepts of motion and logical dependency in a context
of dynamic mathematics. This step helps the teachers overcome the difficulty of using
everyday vocabulary in new mathematical setting (Pimm, 1987). The next step was
testing their understanding in another situation, in this example another triangle, and
apply their initial understanding to the new situation. After developing and testing their
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collective understanding of dependency, the teachers revisited their understanding in
another task and used dependency to discuss relationships among the geometrical objects.
Conclusion
The results show how teachers appropriate VMTwG as artifact and transform its
components into instruments. The teachers in Team 1 appropriated tools in VMTwG,
such as chat functionality and dragging in GeoGebra, that helped them notice motion
dependency and build logical dependency among geometric objects. This appropriation
evidences their utilization schemes that transformed VMTwG artifacts into instruments.
With these utilization schemes, the teachers developed their geometrical knowledge and
reasoning about motion and logical dependency as they engaged in an instrumentation
process. This parallels teachers’ development of their geometrical knowledge and
reasoning. Interaction in the environment required teachers to develop utilization
schemes. Developing these schemes promotes teachers’ development of their geometrical
knowledge and reasoning as well as their knowledge about DGEs.
Showing the process of appropriation of dependency in collaborative dynamic
environment provides insights into how new concepts and tools can be appropriated. This
study also informs the design of learning environments. It shows how online
collaboration in solving dynamic geometry problems promote learning through an
instrument appropriation process. New research can examine how teachers’ appropriation
of other DGEs tools shapes their mathematical knowledge.
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